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Find this book:
Research Methods for Community Change begins with the premise that the quantitative turn in social science research has unnecessarily isolated many researchers f rom their communities. T he ef f ort to root out bias has instead sown distrust among the very participants researchers need to reach. T his may have ultimately undermined the potential impact of social science research to inf orm those working in the communities where change is most likely to occur. T his is an important and too of ten under discussed challenge f or researchers coming of age in an era of big data. Ironically, the value of research as a prospective problemsolving tool has been sidelined by sophisticated statistical signif iers and signs and simplistic assumptions about objectivity and generalizability (pp. 6-8). Based on a usef ully presented approach to participatory action research, the text explores how research can support community development, and how better university-community collaborations of f er a means to build new relationships to benef it stakeholders and researchers alike (pp. 27-35).
T he book f ocuses on 4 main stages based on steps commonly associated with the project cycle. Stoeker shows how to involve community members at every stage to diagnose a community problem, prescribe an intervention, implement the prescription, and evaluate its impact. Stocker explores the role of asset mapping to identif y community resources (pp. 113-121), diagnostic approaches to the research process (pp. 120-121), and the importance of inf ormed consent and the role of Institutional Review Boards (pp. 245-250) . Inf ormed by the need f or researchers to engage in ref lexivity, or an awareness of how an individual's experience shapes their understanding, the book includes sections in nearly every chapter called "Loose Gravel". T hese sections of f er real world examples, counter evidence, and the complications inherent in making theory f it practice and action without ref lection. An additional strength is the text's appendices, which explore topics such as Strategic Planning (pp. 237-243), Ethics and IRBs (pp. 245 -253), Proposal Writing (pp. 255-260), and Data Resources (pp. 261-262).
I have two concerns with the text. T he f irst is that not enough attention is paid to the ability of charts, maps, and diagrams to convey inf ormation to readers. While some f igures are very usef ul, I of ten wished f or more to complement the text and to serve as easy to understand examples f or readers new to these approaches. T his concern extends to the limited discussion of visual means of data collection. While this is a personal peccadillo and research interest, it may have special signif icance f or researchers attempting to reach out to communities in new ways. While there is some discussion of art, murals, participant mapping, and Photo/Voice, there are f ew specif ic examples of how these approaches can be used within the project cycle. For example, I would suggest visual approaches can be used throughout the stages Stoecker identif ies. Diagrams can be used to gather data f rom participants, analyze possible prescriptions by researchers, and validate project plans and evaluations through iterative approaches to researcher, participant, and stakeholder mapping. Some of the discussion in the text seems to dismiss these approaches out of hand without adequate detail or explanation as to their perceived limitations.
T he second issue I have is a concern with the print type. T his may seem insignif icant and should not be blamed on the author. A number of methods texts seem to conf ound the accessibility of their tone with tiny f ont which, while no doubt economical, impacts how the material is absorbed by students. Teaching research methods is akin to teaching a f oreign language and no matter how accessible the author's prose; presentation matters. Tiny f ont may just be a f act of lif e given the complicated and conf used era of academic publishing in which authors must work. However, it ought not be ignored.
Despite these quibbles, Research Methods for Community Change is a valuable text f or undergraduate and graduate students alike. Readers seeking to understand new directions in social science research generally, or embark on their own community-based research will be well served by the mix of theory and practice, real-world examples, and student-f riendly tone. Stoecker of f ers a convincing argument that communitybased case study research can allow researchers to better track cause and ef f ect and engage communities to identif y and collectively solve their own problems. His project-based approach is at once accessible and accountable to those social research is meant to benef it. He is to be praised f or of f ering a means f or the next generation to engage in the communities in which they live, rather than remain holed up in a computer lab somewhere, trying in vain to f ind meaningf ul correlations instead of simply asking more meaningf ul and community-inf ormed questions. 
